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SOME NOTES ON THE CHARACTER AND 
DATING OF DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE 

IN THE CAMBRIDGE DISTRICT. 

By H. C. HUGHES, M.A., F.R..I.B.A. 

INTRODUCTORY. 
The true antiquarian is interested in the whole course of life 
preceding this epoch. 

The true collector, as in the Cambridge Folk Museum, 
amasses things of his own period, as well as. those he parti-
cularly loves. There is no reason, to despise buildings and 
furniture because they are the work of our great-grandfathers' 
and great-grandmothers' and later generations. It is the 
more important for us to know about the later times because 
they are not known and appreciated. The older things have 
now a collector's value; nothing in building after 1700 has 
this. 

These notes must omit the style characteristics of the more 
important, obvious sort, and also the really verifiable, evi 
dence, documents, dates, heraldry, etc. In any case it is 
always useful to check up such dating by internal evidence; 
documents do not always tell us about alterations. 

In studying the architecture of a district one must have 
some scheme on which to work in describing the process, 
such as: 

Materials available for ordinary use, either on the spot, 
or that can be brought at a reasonable cost by the transport 
which is available. 

Craftsmanship, growth of skill in different crafts. 
But remember: 

Skill in towns, followed often much later by equal skill 
in country places. 

Though primitive craftsmanship is soon improved on, 
some crafts improve to a certain point, and then deteriorate. 

When a thing is well and satisfactorily made it stays 
C.A .8. Proc. VOL. XXXVII 	 1 



2 	 H. C. HUGHES 

as traditional building and is very hard to date, e.g. very. 
much of the brown brick building of Cambridge or the 
ordinary timber or clay-bat building; 

When a thing is rather badly made, it is soon abandoned, 
e.g. the big Jacohean windows. 

The varying of social conditions, which controls 
size, purpose, and plan of dwelling; e.g. Cambridgeshire has 
very few great houses, but it has monasteries, a castle or two, 
and colleges. For the rest, small houses but few hovels. 

Fashion and influence of travel and books. In this 
especially remember the Time Lag. In Cambridge itself 
occasionally the style is up to the minute, when a King or 
enterprising Master comes in—King's Chapel, Trinity Library, 
or the Fitzwilliam Museum, or Girton College. Much more 
usually everything comes with more than a provincial late 
ness. Styles even survive a century or so, e.g. Peterhouse or 
St John's. Usually it takes twenty to fifty years for a new 
fashion to reach Cambridgeshire, especially owing to the fact 
mentioned above, that it is only. when the old has ceased to 
be useful that it is readily replaced. 

Building in Cambridgeshire is mixed, like its geography. 
The fens provide reed for thatch. Foundations are im-

possible except on the islands, but these islands are accessible 
by water for solid imported materials. 

The chalk lands give abundance of open country 3  perfect 
foundations, an excellent, though perishable, building stone, 
and abundance of flint. :  

The clay lands produce brick and tile in the lowlands, and 
oakwoods on the uplands with good timber. 

The north of the county has good rivers which transport: 
Stone, from Northamptonshire, by the Nene and the 

Welland.  
Tiles and brick from Holland and Lincolnshire across 

the Wash. 
Pine from Scandinavia. 	. 

The uplands' of the south have a few ,  good roads, which 
bring timber from Essex, and, brick from Essex, Suffolk, and 
Hertfordshire. 
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. Cambridgeshire is simple and in scale for a reasonable life, 
neither the little diamond-paned cot of the home counties, 
nor the grand mansion. Yet there are distinct local types. 
The character of the Cam valley is different even from the 
Ouse valleTy in Huntingdonshire. The scenery of Cambridge-
shire is reflected in thelandscape gardening, quiet and level 
and open, not rugged and romantic. 

Cambridgeshire has few early buildings. The so-called 
School of Pythagoras in Cambridge is a typical late Norman 
house, with rubble walls trimmed with stone windows and 
vaulted undercroft Clunch is the commonest material for 
rubble, though for more expensive buildings a harder stone 
was imported, as in much of the Ely building. The upper 
beds of the stone quarries of Northamptonshire, like Barnack 
Rag, competed with similar stone easily accessible by water 
in Kent. Cut stone was at first almost all from Barnack, near 
Stamford, till those quarries were worked out from over-use. 
Gradually other quarries came into use, such as Weldon. 
Clipsham, a similar shelly limestone, comes from a good deal 
farther north. Stone slates were made mostly at Collyweston, 
where the upper beds of the Oolite are split easily by frost, 
the stones having been stacked in the open. The very steep 
pitch of early rodfs marked by a stone drip up a tower or 
higher building often means that the roofs were thatched. 
Rubble walls must be two to three feet thick to stand up, so 
there is little need of foundations to spread the weight. Where 
the modern builder uses boards for a temporary shuttering 
for such walls, the Roman and the medieval builder made 
permaiient shuttering of fiattish flints and roughly coursed 
stone, and later of brick, tumbling in the rough stuff and 
mortar between. Lime mortar will only set hard on long 
exposure to the air, when it absorbs carbon dioxide; so 
building was very slow, and abandonedaltogether during the 
winter, when the walls were covered up by mats. In expensive 
work, where many men were employed and the walls went 
up more rapidly, the mortar sometimes never did set, and the 
rubble comes out if a hole is made in the outer casing. This is 
what happened when the spire of Chichester Cathedral col 
lapsed during its restoration. Clunch used as masonry occurs 

1-2 



4 	 H. C. HUGHES 

in the fourteenth-century ground-floor of the Manor Farm 
at Grantchester, and the similar lowest storey of Abington 
Pigotts. 

Clunch makes beautiful masonry and lasts well if it can be 
protected from drips by wide eaves, or from water soaking 
into the surface of walls; often single courses of brick are 
used alternatively with the courses of cut clunch. It perishes 
mainly just under copings or string courses, and on the edges 
of buttresses. When the edges have gone the rest of the surface 
follows; so clunch boundary walls decay more easily than 
cut-stone doorways. Clunch was so abundant and could be 
got in such gOod blocks that it was frequently used where 
it was quite unsuitable, for the steps of a staircase, and the 
mullions and cills of windows, as in the older college buildings. 
Many old clunch walls were repaired by refacing with bricks. 
In St Botolph's Church the perished clunch was covered up 
by very thin fragments of stone, some not more than inch 
thick. 

For internal work, such as fireplaces, clunch was ideal, as it 
could be quarried in very large blocks, worked to a beautiful 
finish, or carved and painted. A modern example• of large 
clunch blocks is the War Memorial at Sidney Sussex College. 
The material for this came from Burwell; but the quarry at 
Cherryhinton produced very fine large blocks. When brick 
was brought in it was used at first only as a surface protection 
to walls of clunch rubble: the fifteenth-century courts of 
Queens' College are built in this way (a 4 inch facing; even 
the bricks which seem to be headers are only half-bricks), 
and so is the much later library block of Peterhouse, 1633. 
Stone was sometimes used even in farm buildings, the great 
barn of Kingston Wood Manor has stone foundations on 
which rests the normal timber construction. It was very 
easy to draw with a knife on clunch: so initials, inscriptions, 
and even pictures, were made which are now very interesting. 
They can be dated by the character of the lettering. In the 
old University Library were many scribbles made by under-
graduates of Charles I's time, but they are hidden now behird 
the new plaster. 

The earliest timber construction is of roughly squared 
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8 	 H. C. HUGHES 

timbers, on a foundation ofrubble or brick, framed only 
crudely and covered with boards, as in the roof of Peter-
borough and Ely Cathedrals; but in Essex it is sometimes very 
grandly used in an imitation of masonry columns, as at 
Tiptofts Manor. On the whole the woods of Essex and the 
clay lands of Cambridgeshire and Huntingdonshire produced 
trees of no great size but very convenient for building, so 
that the timber buildings of these parts are of comparatively 
small beams, quite distinct from the heavy black and white 
of the Midlands. They need little bracing, as the members are 
so numerous. In the Second Court of St John's there are 
large main timbers and cross-beams about every four feet 
in height, with much smaller timbeis between covered with 
plaster, but sham beams are painted in green, a regular line 
across wood and plaster alike. 

Some carpenters say they know. at a glance the difference 
between chestnut and oak in old buildings, but most people 
find them very hard to tell apart. English oak is short in 
the grain, and twists and cracks without losing its strength. 
It is interesting to compare the oak timber construction of 
the eastern counties with the timber houses of the Rhine 
countries, where the long straight beams of pine produce a 
construction .which is completely different in detail; even the 
gutters are of hollowed-out trunks, and painting is used 
everywhere to protect the softer wood from the weather. The 
modern affection for black and white has little tradition in 
Cambridgeshire. Tar was used in the Midlands, but, so far 
as I know, never in East Anglia, where the timber soon went 
grey on exposure. The shrinkage between plaster or daub on 
wattle infilling soon led to the wattle and daub being put on 
all but the corner posts and overhanging beams, in fact as 
soon as nails became plentiful enough to use abundantly. 

The whole was then limewashed, white, cream, or pink, and 
this .limewashing was often renewed every year, like spring 
cleaning, and preserved and waterproofed the clay or 
plaster. 

The commonest protection for the timber frame in cottages, 
farms, and mills must have always been weather boarding, of 
elm, or any available wood, and later deal painted or tarred. 
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Elm is difficult to fix but very durable, and needs no treat-
ment to preserve it, but the sapwood is very liable to attack 
by beetle: the modern craze for elm with the wavy edge of 
the tree left on is entirely untraditional, unpractical, and 
absurd. Deal was often left unpainted, and turned a lovely 
pale grey. Vertical boards nailed together cover the exposed 
edges of the boards on the corners. Tilted weather boards, 
often supported on simple brackets, are commonly put on 
the gables of plaster or boarded buildings to throw the water 
clear. Sometimes the bottom four feet or so only of a cottage 
are boarded as the plaster may be knocked or damaged (e.g. 
the cottage opposite the church in Trumpington). 

The straw thatching of Essex and Cambridgeshire goes into 
a tuft at the gable, to protect the plaster surface from the 
weather, though there are on brick buildings a few instances 
of the Midland practice of rounding the ends off. Dormers 
either nestle under the lifted eaves, or have gable roofs Of 
their own. Often the apron below the window cull has been 
renewed in tile. 

Reed, with straw or sedge ridge, was used for thatching 
buildings in or near the fens, such as St Michael's Church, 
Longstanton, and many houses in the Isle of Ely: but thatch 
has always been renewed so frequently and often replaced by 
tiles, that it is hard to say, except in the fens, if the original 
roof of any building was reed or straw thatch. 

Many of the medieval types of construction lasted well into 
the eighteenth century. Walls of clay-bat, either made solid 
between boards, or built as blocks, must have been very 
common in the Middle Ages. Walls formed, or only faced, 
with flints, need protection of stone or brick on all exposed 
edges, doors, windows, buttresses, etc. In later times brick 
was used in rusticated corners, window arches, bonding 
courses, etc. 

There is an early record of brick being made in a field at 
Ely for one of the Abbey buildings, but I can find no record 
of where the bricks of medieval buildings in Cambridge, such 
as St John's College, came from. Mr Swann believed that 
they were made from the upper layers of some of the Cam-
bridge clay, and he made a quantity of bricks that burnt a 
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reddish grey. Old-fashioned briekmaking, even to-day, leaves 
little trace ; the clay is dug in a field, and left to season all 
winter : churned and mixed perhaps in a pug mill by a horse 
walking in circles. Cinders are mixed in with clay: it is cast 
into bricks and tkese are built up, still in the open field, with 
layers of fuel: the whole is smeared over with clay and set 
alight, and when the bricks are carried away there is nothing 
left but the hole from which the clay was dug, and yet some-
times the brickmaking has been carried on in the same spot 
for. centuries. Very good red bricks have been ãde from 
the fifteenth century onwards at Woolpit in Suffolk and 
Sible Hedingham in Essex,. and these .are still very much used 
in Cambridge. Much of the early brick must have come from 
the Low Countries: or from the country round the Humber 
by water, but the characteristic pinkish yellow of Cambridge 
brick is. frequent too. Early bricks are normally small, not 
more than two inches thick, with wide joints. There is very 
little moulded or carved brickwork nearer than Downham in 
Norfolk. . . . 

The long reign of Elizabeth, with its burst of the building 
of comfortable homes in towns and .manors, did not much 
alter the building materials available, though here, as else-
where, the buildings were cheaper in character than the older 
buildings, so many of which were built with ecclesiastical 
money and traditions. Stone and lead were little ued: timber 
or brick for walls and steep-pitched tile roofs were normal. 
The .eastern counties certainly were a good deal influenced by 
intercourse with the Netherlands, which shows in the detail, 
and especially in the curly ,  gables, and in the little cupolas. 
The gallery and President's Lodge. of Queens' are shown in 
Loggan's prints with delightful Netherlandish cupolas of 
Umber and lead. If the plumbers were denied the oppor-
tunity of much plain lead roofing they became very busy 
with these ornamental works: they spent their skill too. on 
ornamental rain-water heads, as in St John's, and above all 
in leaded windows of elaborate geometrical designs. Indeed, 
glass almost came to take the place of plaster as an infilling 
in the timber construction, as it is doing to-day in the panels 
of a reinforced concrete or steel frame: and it is likely that 
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the vast windows; when the lead cames began to perish, 
became so draughty that they quickly lost their popularity 
and helped more than anything to establish the symmetrical 
ranges, of plain narrow windows with oak or stone mullions 
and transomes only and plain rectangular panes that are 
the foundation of the so-called Palladian tendencies under 
Charles I. .' 

The other craftsman who. came into prominence in im-
proving the comforts of the Elizabethan squire and merchant 
was the plasterer, first employed to make ceilings under the 
joists which once had been covered only with ill-fitting oak 
boards, then to cover the outer frames of houses with a 
continuous weather-resisting layer. On the wet plaster could 
be pressed moulded ornaments: so developed the elaborate 
strapwork with arabesques, flowers, and ornaments in high 
relief that figure on the ceiling of the gallery at St John's, 
and over many Cambridgeshire fireplaces, as in Lordship 
Manor at Cottenham, where they are all that is left of the 
elaborate Elizabethan overmanteis. In Essex especially this 
plaster-craft passed to the outside of buildings, as in several 
elaborate examples at Saffron Walden. The simpler plastered 
buildings are panelled out with a comb and marked with 
simple patterns made by raking or twisting the tool on the 
still soft plaster. This has a practical as well as an ornamental 
value, as it compresses the surface and prevents "crazing". 
A similar process applied to the surface of cheap bricks which 
were liable to flake in frost has producedthe "Rustic" brick, 
which is so much the rage in cheap building to-day. 

Fireplaces were usually plastered too, with low elliptical 
heads of clunch, or of chamfered bricks, with a coat of 
plaster, almost always removed in modern restoration. They 
were made smaller and so better to draw than the earlier 
fireplaces, and have a sinking in the back to tempt the heavy 
wood smoke up. 

The fondness of the Elizabethan carpenter for applying 
Netherlandish ornament to panelling led to an increasing use 
Of small nails to hold on the fretted patterns. These came 
from Staffordshire, but the panels still remained small and 
squarish, the limit of their piece of English oak. However, 
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the eastern ports had for years been importing pine from 
Norway or the Baltic as the boards for wainscotting, andits use 
as scaffolding in the Netherlands showed the Elizabethans 
the way to solve one of the most difficult of their problems. 
How many saints owe the first steps to their canonization to 
their miraculous support of the frail medieval scaffolding! 
When these straight slender poles were sent in boat loads to 
Lynn it was often felt that such use was a waste of them, 
and, as in the building of Peterhouse Chapel, the best of the 
poles were handed on to the carpenter. Some fir beams from 
the houses on Peas Hill which were demolished to make way 
for the steel-frame Guildhall bear the sharply-cut stopped 
chamfer that went out before the end of the sixteenth 
century, and soon fir came to be valued for joinery more 
highly than oak. It was straight and long: it would not warp 
or twist: above all you could get long boards that revolu-
tionized the old notions of panels, and though it needed to 
be painted, why there was an added delight! The Eliza-
bethans had tried to ignore the studwork construction by 
painting thin eastern patternings across stud and plaster,  
alike (excellent examples can be seen at houses at Linton 
and Hinxton and in the Museum at Saffron Walden), but here 
was a material which could make delicious wide surfaces of 
smooth coloured wood, and if it shrank a little or went at the 
joints, these could be filled with putty, and the paint would 
hide every defect. 

Paint indeed was to play a very important part, along with 
fir, in the next phase of architecture. Just as the chisel 
completely changed the character of Romanesque stonework, 
creating a passionate desire for deeply-cut mouldings every - 
where, and as the discovery of the mitre had changed panel - 
ling, so the use of painted deal became a passion in the late 
days of the Commonwealth and especially in the gaiety of 
the Restoration. First wide cornices, painted stone colour 
and in bold Palladian modelling, covered in lead at the top, 
made eaves that were effective practically and aesthetically. 

• • The new deep plan was made possible by a flat top to a tiled 
roof which was hipped all round, but could be doubly useful 
if it had light and access through a lantern cupola, and the 
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lead was protected by painted deal parapets. The house by 
the architect John Webb at Horseheath, pulled down in the 
eighteenth century, was roofed like this: Deal was not yet 
applied to windows, but its easy cutting made it superb for 
the great shell canopies, a fine example of which can be seen 
in the Market Place at Cambridge. Paint could also protect 
wood or plaster masks, as in Sidney Street. 

- The brick of the library, wing at Peterhouse (1633), a 
building which in design is reminiscent of a century and a 
half before, is probably local brick, for it has much yellowish 
brick in it. The walls are only faced with brick, as were those 
of the chapel before Bishop Wren paid for their facing in 
stone, and so spoilt the fanciful baroqueness of the design. 
But in the houses and cottages and the chimneys of timber 
houses, and in one or two college buildings, such as the 
Second Court of Pembroke, in the course of the next fifty,  
years or so, I find a remarkable similarity in the size, soft 
texture, and dull red colour and regular "Flemish bond" of 
the bricks, a characteristic use of three-course string courses 
projecting about one inch, plain diagonal chimney shafts 
with little moulded brick panels of date or initjal let into the 
brickwork. Often this type of brickwork has the curved 
Netherlandish gables that are the subject of Mr Cudworth's 
analysis in this volume, and I cannot help thinking that the 
bricks were imported in large quantities by water and so 
distributed up the lodes and small rivers, and undersold the 
local bricks in the way that Flettons do now. This may be 
entirely a false conjecture, and in any case by about 1680 
local stock bricks were in use again, much harder and stronger, 
and brick walls were beginning to be varied, with bright soft 
bricks round the openings and the main walls made of 
darker bricks, sometimes all headers, to give the darker, 
greyer tone. Fitzwilliam House, and various of the older 
houses in Jesus Lane, are of this type. The, colour of the 
brick is set off by the wide frames of the sash windows, which 
by the end of the seventeenth century had completely taken 
the place of the leaded casements. 

The normal window of the latter half of the seventeenth 
century is the rectangular oak frame with mullion and trans- 
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some,: and leaded lights in rectangular panes. Diamond panes 
are still used in back rooms and attics throughout this 
century and the next, but one imagines this was using up 
old windows. When sash windows came in many of the old 
leaded windows were replaced, which misleads one about the 
date. Again, in Victorian times many of the leaded lights 
were taken out and replaced by wood casements and the 
frames painted, so that it is difficult to tell new from old. If 
the frame is of oak it usually means that the window is an old 
one. Another test is whether the light would divide up into 
a regular number of leaded panes of the normal size. This 
was usually, say, four panes wide, three high for the upper 
lights, the panes round about six by nine inches. The glazing 
• of some colleges is in unusually large panes, St John's being 
glazed with one lead .came only down the middle, and the 
panes nearly square. Whether this was the original number 
of panes is uncertain, as a greater number is much more 
common and these may be replacements. The cusps and 
•arched heads of Gothic or Caro]ean Gothic revival windows 
were often cut away later to simplify reglazing. 

The. sash window perhaps came from Holland. The 
earliest record is 1685 in Whitehall Palace. Early ones in 
England have many panes, solid oak frames and sashes and 

- no counter weights. The top sash slips down about nine inches 
and is held up by battens as at Thriplow Place. Usually these 
are so inconvenient that they have been taken out and 
replaced by pine boxed frames and sashes with narrower 
bars. You cannot make narrow bars in English oak. The pane 
proportion from the first is the same as that of the leaded 
pane, approximately side of square to diagonal. This goes on 
right through, though the panes get larger and fewer, six 
panes in each sash; but in the later eighteenth century second-
floor windows tend to be square, and because of the lower 
ceilings and lesser importance of these rooms, they are 
divided into three horizontally, the upper sash only a third 
the height of the window, so there is not much opening. 
Early sash windows show all the frame in the wall opening. 
To fill the arch above and the crack round, a bead is put 
round, the top shaped. In the plaster walls this is quite 
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flush and there is only the oak cill projecting. Only after 
1750 is a recess made in the brickwork to hide and protect 
the frame, but in plaster fronts the windows are still 
flush. 

A variant, presumably first imported about the middle 
of the eighteenth century and made up to 1900, is the sliding 
Yorkshire sash, where one window slides sideways in a groove 
behind the other. 
• Mouldings and ornaments in carpentry and masonry 
in the seventeenth century gradually became more regularly 
uniform. The large deal panels are held by raised Bolection 
mouldings., which hold the panel well in advance of the 
general surface of the framework. The panels themselves are• 
raised, that is thick in the middle, but recessed at the edges, 
and their forms subsisted into the regular and orthodox work 
of the early eighteenth century. There is much very beautiful 
painted pine panelling of the early eighteenth century in 
Cambridgeshire houses, often with beautifully planned and 
sometimes carved round-headed niches for china, with quarter-
sphere tops and shaped shelves. The fireplaces are much 
smaller, but still square recesses, with or without an iron 
basket or back of Sussex iron; surrounds are generally flat,. of 
marble or clunch with perhaps a small moulding along the 
edge, but no mantelshelf, as the clock hung on the wall. In 
Victorian times a deal shelf, and .a serge cover with fringes, 
was often added to these plain marble surrounds, with the 
result .that the whole thing is often thought to be Victorian, 
and swept ruthlessly away. 

.Mantelpieces with a sort of architrave round and a cornice 
forming a shelf were made throughout this time, but not 
commonly. They became common later in the century in 
combination with the very varied hob grates that are so 
attractive Sometimes Dutch painted tiles were bought and 
set in the cheeks of these fireplaces. 

The staircases which go with this panelling were very 
attractive, the handrail sweeping down over the top of the 
newel in a great curl at the bottom, over curled bottom steps. 
Though the steps were often of oak for harder wear, the rail 
and banisters were usually painted and of deal. 
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The steep roofs of the medieval and Jacobean houses, and 
indeed of cottages throughout, made it difficult to plan for 
more than one room .deep. The big Jacobean and still more 
the Stuart house altered this by forming a lead flat in the 
middle. The simple Georgian house could not afford lead, but 
did not want to lose the convenience of the deep plan, so 
they formed four roofs, with a gutter in the middle, whose 
only outlet was a lead-lined channel on the stairs. This had 
at least the advantage, like the Water Company's tell-tale 
pipes to-day, of calling attention to the fact if the gutter was 
blocked or leaking. The vicarage at Over has the roof formed 
like this. Twin roofs, concealed behind a parapet, is the next 
stage. With the coming of slate towards the end of the 
century, a building could be covered with low-pitched narrow 
roofs and wide lead gutters behind parapets, and almost 
irrespective of the planning of the walls below, which is 
always the most important value in a flat roof. Naturally 
these lead gutters were not eternal: being expensive to mend 
they were neglected, and this influenced the Victorian re-
action to produce again a complicated plan of. steep tiled 
roofs and gables and the almost complete avoidance of flats. 
It was not only because they were associated with Pagan 
buildings that flat roofs were unpopular. 

Brick walls often have copings of bricks set up sloping like 
a little roof, this dates from Stuart times and there are 
excellent Georgian examples. . 

The typical Georgian house of Cambridge and its neigh-
bourhood is something conforming to a widespread type, of 
crisp red brick, white paint, and lovely ironwork. The great 
rods were gaining in importance and the fine house type 
could spread along the roads, rather than the rivers. There 
is a chain of. Georgian houses, for instance, very similar 
in character, along the Old North Road from Baldock to 
Huntingdon. But in the more remote places and the less 
expensive buildings the types changed much more slowly. 

In the country what could easily be built by men of the 
farm or the village—clunch perhaps from the village pit, 
certainly flint from the fields,and especially timber-boarding 
or plaster, and thatch when every village had its thatchers- 
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survived with little change, but occasional technical improve-
ments. Villages on the chalk, such as Swaffham Bulbeck, 
have houses, farm buildings, and walls built of squared 
blocks of clunch up to quite recent times. The clunch is often 
reinforced with single courses of bricks, the top of the wall 
formed of brick or tile, for it is essential that clunch shall be 
protected from drips. Villages with sticky clay over chalk 
use clay-bats in the same form as blocks. These are made 
of clay, chopped straw and a little manure well pounded and 
tamped, and a roof has wide eaves. Even walls are sometimes. 
given wide roofs of thatch. The walls are whitewashed once 
a year, and unless attacked by rats last very well and are a 
most effective insulation against heat and cold. 

Clunch rubble was used as foundations both for buildings 
and roads, and every village on or near chalk has its clunch 
pit. 

Cambridge clay was too uneven to make good plain tiles. 
The tiles were thick white, and flaked a good deal in frost, 
though all those that have survived are very strong hard 
tiles. Better tiles were made at Ely, and still.more at Ramsey 
where they were burnt to a very lovçly tinge of rose and 
cream. Very early in the eighteenth century pantiles began 
to be imported from the Netherlands. Defoe started a factory 
on the Thames as a relief work. They were light in weight and 
covered a large area, they could be laid to a flatter pitch, and 
quickly became very popular anywhere within reach of the 
Wash or the rivers of the east coast, so that one is surprised 
to come upon them far inland at such places as Newark-on-
Trent. But roofs had to be much simpler in shape; it was 
very awkward to form Jiips or dormers, except by raising the 
pitch of the roof over them. So the use of pantiles profoundly 
influenced design in East Anglia, though they never ousted 
the plain tile from Cambridge itself. 

They helped to popularize the so-called Mansard roof, for 
the flatter upper slope could be roofed in pantiles, the steeper, 
where there, were dormers, could be hung with plain tiles. 
Examples of this are seen in the cottages by the Bottisham 
Bell corner. I think the Mansard roof started in mills to 
give, a greater height for the machinery and storage. It 
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certainly became the favourite form of roof for them. The 
French invented an elaborate truss to carry them, but in 
England they are only made by putting purlins across the 
partition walls and resting the two slopes of roof on them. 
The feet of the lower rafters rest on the wall plate, and 
sprockets are fixed on the rafters to form eaves. In this way 
much more floor space is usable in the attics, and the con-
struction became very popular throughout the district. 

Cambridge and even Cambridgeshire has very little archi-
tecture that is striking between 1725 and 1825, though there 
is much pleasant normal work. The College halls that were 
Georgianized have been Gothicized again in the nineteenth 
century. The Essexes, father and son, were responsible for 
a great deal of, building, occasionally very good; but of fine 
mid-eighteenth-century building or decoration there is next 
to none. There are two beautifully decorated rooms by Adam 
in Audley End, and Saffron Walden has very delicately 
lovely houses of the end of the century. A few houses were 
refronted with the now popular bow windows and plastered 
fronts. 

St John's College did ask the advice of the famous "Cap-
ability" Brown on the improvement of the walks of its 
Wilderness beyond the Backs, when the Backs were still 
hardly more than an industrial street. Brown was given a 
piece of plate, and then made a much more ambitious scheme 
for deflecting the Cam close to Castle Hill, and so making a 
spacious park which might have been one of the greatest. 
beauties of Cambridge, but like so many ambitious schemes 
for Cambridge, it got no further than paper. 

Brown also advised on the planting of the park at Madingley, 
forming the lake and "the View" beyond it, out of what must 
have been rough boggy land. He also did the great park at 
Audley End and "clumped" some of the avenues at Wimpole 
Park. Brown is criticized, perhaps fairly, for the thinness of 
his planting, and later gardeners, such as Humphry Repton, 
were called in to make it more luxuriant. Repton re-forma-
lized the immediate neighbourhood of the house at Wimpole. 
Wimpole also has the onlygenuine mid-eighteenth-century 
ruin in Cambridgeshire that I know of, though there is a mid- 
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nineteenth-century survival of the idea in Mr Widnall's work 
in the Old Vicarage garden at Grantchester. At any rate 
Brown was evidently happy here for he retired to Fen Stanton,, 
where he died and received a very affectionate testimonial 
from his children in his memorial in the church. His work in 
Cambridgeshire deserves closer study and illustration, and 
though what he destroyed at Audley End may have had 
lovely intimate qualities like the formal Fry garden at 
Saffron Walden, I do not think he ever removed whole 
villages on the principle that his client should be master of all 
he surveyed, as was done atBabraham. The same principle, 
called " Appropriation ", led, as at Wimpole, to the creation of 
immensely long and wide avenues, in which ha-has. or sunk 
fences concealed roads and boundaries. At Wimpole too a 
model village was built (though much later). Humphry 
Repton of Norfolk, a gardener with a more civilized outlook, 
improved the gardens at Wimpole and made schemes for 
Milton Hall and Abington, though I do not know if they were 
ever carried out. The Botanic Garden at Cambridge shows a 
survival of his fine tradition, together with that fitting of 
many flowers to semi-natural setting which is one of the 
virtues of our modern gardening. 

By the end of the first quarter of the nineteenth century 
Cambridgeshire, and especially Cambridge, had woken up. 
Vast areas of fen had been successfully drained, and farms 
and cottages were growing up with honey-brick walls and 
pantile or slate roofs all about the lower reaches of the Cam 
and Ouse. Newmarket was attaining a great popularity and 
building in painted stucco. The roads were becoming excellent, 
east to Bury and Colchester, south to Royston and Audley 
End. Water transport was still cheap and efficient. The 
University began to take a lead in building, employing first 
a brilliant young Fellow of Jesus College, William Wilkins, 
whse years of classical study in Greece gave him a sense 
of space and dignity that makes the fragment of Downing 
College that he built the most exquisitely finished and restful 
building in these parts. Wilkins also advised on the lay-out, 
of new areas of growing town. Downing Terrace is simple, 
though Saxon Street and Doric Street may now be slums, but 
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his own house, Lensfield House, is a beautiful one, very 
simple and dignified, and New Square is an excellently dis 
posed space, the peace of which even the Car Park has not 
wholly destroyed. Wilkins, like many other architects of his 
time, was won over to the Gothic, but his work at King's 
shows a masterly sense of scale and proportion, and the 
interior still shows the delicate Greciantype plaster cornices 
and fireplaces which had become standard in fine houses. 
The idea of building rows of houses of similar design to make 
an architectural whole was by no means new, but Bene't 
Place at the London entry to Cambridge, with its narrow 
balconies, refined doorways, and spacious windows, is a very 
satisfactory specimen. Cambridge brick had come to be 
strong, well-shaped and of a pale honey colour that darkened 
to bronze with time, and the type of house with lofty rooms 
with cornices, simple white marble mantelpieces, large sash 
windows, with square-paned French windows at the back, 
and often elaborate window boxes and window guards of 
thick wire or fine scroll work, which are very special to 
Cambridge, formed so satisfactory a type that it lasted a 
century with not much change. Fine terraces, like Scroope 
Terrace and St Peter's Terrace, are as late as 1840, while 
Regent Street, though it is now losing its character piecemeal, 
was a street of great serenity and charm, which stifi survives 
in the terrace next to the New Theatre. 

The slates of this time were large and rough, of a beautiful 
mixture of blue-grey colour. They were to be ousted by the 
commercial slate later. While the town house was becoming 
stereotyped in the terrace plan, one room and an entrance at 
the side, the typical early nineteenth-century house of the 
country, white brick, slate roofed, had a central doorway and 
sitting rooms right and left, beyond a stair with study and 
kitchens• right and left. The delicacy of detail changed to 
heaviness in accordance with the massive veneered and fiely 
made furniture, twelve-paned windows gave way to sheets of 
glass, but the type survived up to our own day, though the 
sudden influx of carved Swiss furniture shown at the Great 
Exhibition showed that the multi-cellular Gothic or Renais-
sance house, was rapidly gaining favour, and indeed the 
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flexibifity of the plan was of very great practical improvement 
and much more fun. There are some Gothic villas on the 
Trumpington Road, but most of the houses, especially 
vicarages, seem to us uncomfortable and harsh: lofty ceilings 
but small rooms, Gothic windows which keep out a lot of 
light, much dark stained woodwork, are what we dislike and 
are now intensely reacting from in our all-exposed vita-glass-
fronted wings• and multi-central heating. After all, these 
vicarages could be deathly cold! Stylistic tendencies are 
fatal to practical convenience, witness the Gothic National 
Schools. 

The small ordinary cottage had changed little up to the 
middle of the nineteenth century, when it was built to an 
architect's designs to the satisfaction of the cultured land-
owner. Lancelot Brown said of a red-brick house of some 
prosperous Worcester tradesman that it set the whole valley 
in a fever, and the builders soon discovered in Roman cement 
a covering eminently waterproof and which would harmonize 
with any landscape. It became very popular with all the 
architects of the Romantic movement, and though by now 
where neglected it has become shabby and out of repute, as 
in Sidney and the New Court of Trinity, it is a substance 
which, if decently maintained, is of great value and probably 
as great a permanence as the so-called synthetic stone now 
so popular. 

To compose a rural scene cottages must be made to fit, and 
cottage designs were then devised and patterns given in many 
books, with steep roofs of tile or thatch, walls of coloured 
plaster or clay-bat, verandahs of barked poles, lattice-paned 
windows of cast iron with elaborate painted barge boards. 
They were usually built by the estate workmen, the wood of 
roof and floors were saplings cut in the plantation and later 
devoured by beetle; but they do fit into the countryside 
quietly, very different from the slated box that later escaped 
from the towns. Sometimes they have charming wooden 
Gothic windows, as in the Lodge to Brooklands Avenue, or 
the plaster house soon to be pulled down at Willers' old 
nurseries. On the gable end of Anstey Hall Farm at 
Trumpington is a Gothic leaded window, but its eighteenth- 
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century character is apparent because . of the form of the 
arch, of which I know no Gothic examples, and it may not 
have been ignorance but just the desire to give the flavour of 
romance without direct copying that led the late eighteenth-
century Gothicists to use this form. 

One of the most notable things about Cambridge buildings 
in the twentieth century is the revival of Cambridge brick. 
Machine-made bricks had become very smooth pnd some got 
a dirty grey. A young architect,. A. C. Moberley, working for 
Professor Clapham in Storey's Way, just before the War, 
made numerous experiments to produce a good grey brick 
of rough texture at a time when very few architects were 
interested in sand-faced brick at all, and all builders demanded 
smooth true reds. The experiments were made in Messrs 
Saint's yards in Newmarket Road and produced a beautiful 
wall surface. Other architects began to use this brick after 
the War. Mr Morley Horder used it with an extremely satis-
factory effect in Cheshunt College and the Institute of Botany, 
and though other experiments may have been made in other 
districts I do believe that it was this revival of Cambridge 
brick which led to the present widespread use of grey, yellow 
and orange in building bricks, instead of the universal red 
of the Home Counties. 

In the Isle of Ely a fine rosy brick was available in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, built in English bond, 
usually with stone copings and window surrounds. A beauti-
ful and well-known example is the large house at Wilburton. 
A difficulty of dating brickwork by its bonding is that English 
bond is considered stronger, and was used in many buildings, 
especially mills and warehouses, all through the eighteenth 
century and indeed through the nineteenth century as in 
Sindall's Mill at Newnham. Some builders used variations of 
their own. The earlier ,  brick corbels and - brackets are cut to 
shape with the axe, as in the supporting part of the oriel 
overhanging the road in Peterhouse Library. I think 
there is no instance in Cambridgeshire of the elaborate 
moulded brickwork so common all along the western edge of 
Norfolk. The rubbed brick arches, which became standar-
dized, were produced from the more consistent clays of 
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Suffolk and Essex. Bricks were made in many places in the 
Isle of Ely, for the most part of a clearer yellow than the 
Cambridge brick, and a texture which keeps cleaner. The 
yellow can be produced in the Cambridge clay only by keeping 
the kiln at a very high temperature, and in any over-firing the 
clay melts and vitrifies. 

In the eighteenth century and early nineteenth century 
very pleasant effects were produced by the arrangement of 
the bricks at eaves, in dentil courses and oversaiing courses, 
by setting bricks on edge. in gables, and bonding them with. 
the rest of the wall by triangular projections into the regular 
courses. 

Early in the eighteenth century the old-fashioned stone or 
roughened brick had become too commonplace. The Italian 
training of the architects set them seeking a fine cream 
burning clay like that of the villas near Rome, and a great 
deal of the grander small and large houses in the country 
made a point of Greek detail and cream-coloured brick of 
great evenness and precision, taking the place of the narrow 
pale yellow brick with red-brick edgings which is so effective, 
for instance, at Hauxton Old Mifi House. 
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